
 
 

Sepday 
17-20 July, 2019  

 

Gatherings/Information /Product-Display/Memorial 

 

It is always something to look forward to since the turn of the summer and autumn: The 

Sepday! Over the years, the Confederation of Chinese Metalforming Industry has 

inadvertently arranged major activities in the forging, stamping and sheet metal industries 

to be held during this period. It has formed the bright characteristic of Industry Gathering 

and Most Influential Information Exchanges. To commemorate this significant industry 

phenomenon and keep organize industry activities, improve the cohesion of the industry, 

promote the continuous progress of the industry, the CCMI defines this phenomenon with 

commemorative and symbolic significance as “Sepday” of Chinese forging, stamping and 

sheet metal industry. 

 

The significance of the establishment of Sepday is that we perpetuate a phenomenon, 

Make it a totem and flag in the industry. It's a celebration of an old but vibrant, hard but 

powerful industry, Great contribution to industrial development and social progress.To 

commemorate the efforts and contributions made by colleagues in the industry to "unite 

enterprises, develop industries and enhance industries"; To promote progress and 

development in an industry that has been marginalized by manufacturing; Make our 

dream come true! 

 

The development of CCIM cannot be improved without Industry colleagues and friends 

who care about us. Construction and make use of :Sepday- the big gathering platform for 

industry exhibition, communication/exchange and learning; Enhance the industry's voice 

in international peers and the entire manufacturing industry, Promote the continuous 

progress of Chinese entire manufacturing industry to make greater contributions! 

 

The 9 in the logo represents September (Harvest and Hopes), there half circle represent 

forming, stamping and sheet metal there industries. Logo plane, three-dimensional design, 

representing our industry is a creation and manufacturing industry. The logo represents a 

whole month of September (or a period of a certain month), and means "September 

Festival" 

 

The Fourth Festival of the Forging, Stamping and Sheet Metal Plate Industry, Sepday, will 

be held on July 17- 20, 2019. The activities are as follows: 

  

  



 

 

 

 

Venue：SNIEC SHANGHAI NEW INTERNATIONAL EXPO CENTRE 

- ChinaForge Fair 2019 

- SheetMetal China 2019 

- MetalFab China 2019 

- MetalComp China 2019 

 

Complement Activities： 

ECO-MetalForm China Summit 

-18th ChinaForge Fair Conference 2019 

-12nd MetalForm Conference 2019 

-Qualified Suppliers Recommended 

-On-site Promotion Meeting for Technology and Talents  

-Shen Gong(Masterpiece)” Metal Formed Parts Awards 
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